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Our intention:
We want to reengineer the single use plastic straw in a way that is 
familiar, cheap, and enjoyable for consumers.



Initial Ideas and feedback
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Tests



Liquid Test How long can the straw last in different liquids 
before it becomes unusable as a straw:

● Water
● Soda
● Coffee

at different temperatures: (F)

● Iced (~40)
● Room Temp.
● Hot (~120)

Total tests: 9



Shelf Life 
Test

Per our mentors recommendations, we want to 
look into shelf life of our straw.

- We want our product to last on the shelfs for 
near indefinite time.

Test:

- Recreate a “retail” setting and test how long it 
lasts

- Look for specific causes of degradation to 
product

Rough amount of tests: 2  



Durability Test

How much force can the straw withstand 
before breaking. This test includes trying to 
suck thicker liquids through it.

Different fluids for testing: 

- Thick Chunky Smoothie (50% ice 
cream/ice, 50% water/milk)

- Normal smoothie (30% ice/ ice cream, 
70% water/milk)

- Light smoothie (15% ice/ice cream, 
85% water/milk)

Total tests: ~15

Total tests 



Taste Test

This is a more subjective test, but taste 
will play an important role. 

Tests: 

Group of 10 blindfolded people, 

Let each person test each type of straw 
in 10 ten minute intervals and let them 
rank them each from best tasting to 
worst tasting. 



Biodegradability 
Test

We will use the accelerated 
biodegradability test to roughly 
determine how quickly they will 
biodegrade. 



Capillary Test

Test how well the straw absorbs liquid 
by observing the time it takes to absorb 
a certain amount of liquid through 
capillary action. 

Test: leave 5 of each type of straw in 
water, coffee and soda

Monitor the amount of liquid in the 
container 6 times over 30 mins 

Total test~: 15



Other Tests ● Price
● Consumer aesthetics



Cad Files



3D Model:



Annotated
Drawing:



Potential 
Solution:

PCL Plastic:

Pros

- Insoluble in most liquids.
- Flexible and durable.
- Easily tweakable biodegradability.
- Is offered as a 3D printable filament.
- Very low glass transition temperature

Cons

- More expensive than other alternatives.
- Relatively low melting point (140 F; may be an issue 

for structural integrity.)



Any feedback?

 We would love to hear it!! 


